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摘  要 
 I
摘  要 
鲁迅先生是中国近代著名的无产阶级文学家、思想家、革命家、教育家。他

































Mr. Lu is a famous proletarian writer, thinker, revolutionary, educator in modern 
Chinese history. His achievements in the literature, publishing, engraving, education 
and other areas are always ranked very highly. Since the 20s of the 20th century, the 
research of LuXun had never stopped, and showed a multi-field, multi-angle, 
high-segmentation trend. 
During the long editing process，Mr. Lu produced ads which were kept the abreast 
of the times and developed his own characteristics of ads. On the one hand, Mr. Lu 
emphasized that advertising could promote the sales of the books. He had a better 
understanding for the ad text and style. His ads were good at the plain language style, 
specific content and specific audience targeting. On the other hand, he emphasized the 
authenticity of the advertisements, vulgar against false advertising, he stressed the 
effectiveness and promotional functions of advertising, usually wrote different ads 
according to the different readers and released the ads at the appropriate time. 
In this thesis，we will use Mr. Lu’s ads from 1906 to 1936 as the main research 
object, accompanied the advertising concepts which LuXun were relating at the other 
articles and comments to summarize Mr. Lu’s ads text, style and ideas. 
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街头》、《译文》等；编辑和参与编辑各种书籍 76 种，丛书 11 种，自费印行 13








































































































































截止到 2010 年 4 月，在中国知网中国知识资源总库（1979－2010）中，以
“鲁迅”为关键字进行搜索，共得到文章 18272 篇，其中中国期刊全文数据库
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